Accessories that support an active lifestyle for ambulation & mobility, travel & more.

We offer our customers a turnkey solution for ambulation!

**Ambulation & Mobility**

- **Power Cartridge (Battery)**
  - Item # 7082
  - New, easy-to-use, black button features intuitive downward release
  - Provides up to 5.0 hours of power
  - Charges using AC/DC power, or the Eclipse Desktop Charger (#7112)
  - Comes standard with each Eclipse
  - File HCPCS code E1356

- **Desktop Charger**
  - Item #7112
  - Charges the Eclipse Battery (#7082) in less than 3 hours
  - Works anywhere in the world, by combining with the Universal Power Plug Set (#5591)
  - Universal Power Plug Set sold separately
  - File HCPCS code E1357

- **Eclipse Universal Cart**
  - Item #5991
  - Features six-inch wheels for higher ground clearance
  - Ideal for all seasons, all terrain
  - Easy access to Battery
  - Handle slides up and down with different settings for personalized adjustment
  - File HCPCS code E1354

- **SmartPulse Oximeter**
  - Item # 5468
  - Four-year warranty
  - Multi-colored LED display
  - Audio alert when in “POOR” range
  - FDA approved & made in the USA
  - Includes neck strap, carrying case and two AAA batteries

- **Eclipse 3 AC Adapter with NEMA Power Cord**
  - Item #5941
  - Intended for use at home, or wherever standard AC power is available
  - SeQual branded to help distinguish from 110V and 220V power supplies
  - Green LED illuminates when AC Power Supply is supplying 28VDC power

- **Eclipse Wheelchair Pack**
  - Item #5220
  - Attaches to any push-handle wheelchair using adjustable, buckle-style clips
  - Eclipse fits easily into the main compartment
  - Velcro flap provides easy access to the Eclipse Battery (#7082)
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**travel accessory kit**
Item #5093
- SeQual’s featured bundle accessory
- Contents include Eclipse Travel Case (#5010), Eclipse Battery (#7082), Desktop Charger (#7112) and North American Power Cord (#3890)
- File HCPCS codes E1356 (battery) and E1357 (charger)

**travel case**
Item #5010
- Features adjustable Velcro® inner partitions
- Neatly stores Eclipse accessories
- Rubber handle offers a sturdy grip
- Easily slips over the handle of all Eclipse Carts

**eclipse protective cover**
Item #5052
- Reduces external wear and tear
- Protects against spillage and inclement weather
- Secures with convenient zipper closure
- Clear plastic window allows access to control panel

**universal power plug set**
Item #5591
- Ideal for international travel with the Eclipse
- Europe, UK, New Zealand, North/South America, Japan and Taiwan
- Rated at 10A to support the current demand of the Eclipse

AUXILIARY & MORE

**eclipse data acquisition tool**
Item # 5535
- Enables firmware upgrades on-site
- Reduces downtime and maintenance costs
- Triage the device for equipment fault vs. user error
- Print and retain historical event logs

**Pelican® hard shell courier case**
Item #4204
- Protects contents during repeated transport
- Watertight and shock absorbent
- Includes the Eclipse Travel Case (#5010)
- Lifetime warranty

**eclipse accessory bag**
Item #7104
- Neatly stores Eclipse accessories
- Rubber handle offers a sturdy grip
- Easily slips over the handle of all Eclipse Carts

**humidifier adapter kit**
Item #7116
- Attaches humidifier bottle to Eclipse unit
- (humidifier bottle not included)
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